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PRESS RELEASE

HAZEL BRANCH

Technology and the shapes of nature meet in a functional and 
sleek design with the new UMAGE Hazel Branch – a new family 
member to the Hazel family. The slim shape and the design’s 
floating expression make Hazel Branch perfect for hanging 
above the dining table, kitchen counter or in a conference 
room, offering a practical yet subtle lighting solution. 

Hazel Branch has a built-in LED panel with a soft white 
diffuser that ensures glare-free light. The lamp is compatible 
with lighting tracks, and two discreet buttons on the lamp’s top 
make it possible for you to adjust both the light temperature 
and intensity to match your specific needs or the desired 
atmosphere. 

Hazel Branch is designed by Jacob Rudbeck. His background 
from The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of 
Architecture reflects how the dynamic curves and solid 
materials work together, creating a design piece inspired by 
nature.  

“The combination of the materials and distinct details creates 
a light and floating expression” – Jacob Rudbeck, designer. 

Hazel Branch is available in white with white textile cords or in 
black with black textile cords. With its elegant brass details and 
brushed steel design, Hazel Branch will add a sophisticated 
touch to any home or office. 

At UMAGE, we care about everyone we influence. We make 
functional and timeless designs that last, we optimise storage 
and transportation costs with flat-packed designs, to make luxury 
accessible to you. The aim is to save the environment so that you 
can save on living.

Find more info on our website umage.com

PRODUCT FACTS

Name Hazel Branch

Designer Jacob Rudbeck

Material Aluminium, PS and steel 
3 m textile cord

Light info 24W LED panel built-in. Dimmable, 25000 lighting 
hours, CRI 93 
Kelvin step 1: 2700 k Lumen step 1: 300 lm 
Kelvin step 2: 3000 k Lumen step 2: 550 lm 
Kelvin step 3: 4000 k Lumen step 3: 900 lm 
Kelvin step 4: 6000 k Lumen step 4: 1150 lm

Size H x W x D: 7.2 x 100 x 5.4 cm / 2.8 x 39.4 x 2.1”

Colours Black/brushed brass, white/brushed brass

Price 399 EUR, 349 GBP, 2999 DKK, 3999 SEK, 499 USD
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